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' I. appreciate the opportunity to participate in this panel this

morning because it gives me an opportunity to talk about a new

initiative within AECL that I believe will not only help preserve

the nuclear expertise in Canada for the future, but will also

contribute to economic growth ond set an example for other

government and university research laboratories to follow. This

initiative is to consciously and conscientiously look for spin-off

business opportunities from our main line R&D,

AECL research has gone through three distinct but overlapping

periods in its history:

1. An Early Period; when public policy was to establish a

Canadian Nuclear industry by the use of Parliamentary

vote funds to generate technology, and to transfer it to

industry without the requirement for offsetting revenues

through license fees,

2, The Recent Past, from the mid-1970s up to the present,

when Public policy has been to apply the principle of

"user pays" to R&D supporting those parts of the industry

that are commercially mature,
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3. The Present, covering roughly the last two years when it

became apparent that as a result of the recession there

would be few new orders for CANDU reactors in the immediate

future, and that the Research Company should attempt to

provide product diversification for the Canadian nuclear

industry, and in so doing help increase industrial activity

and maintain the CANDU'expertise for when .it will ogaln bo-

During the early period we were successful in our mission.

We developed:?.
____ ._>

(1) The CANDU nuclear power system which is competitive with

other nuclear power systems developed in the world and can

be built with at least 80% Canadian content.

IA-L «f fJ f'f^'A

,(2) The support industries for that system such as fuel

fabrication, heavy water production, components supply,

engineering design, and project management.

(3) A radibisotope business which now supplies most of the

world market for radiotherapy, radiosterilization, and

radiodiagnostics.
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During that period we did not attempt to encourage ideas for

spin-off applications of our technology. I think we should have,

but we didn't.

During the second period we were partially successful in

menting a user pay principle. Currently, about 20% of our total,

budget and about 40% of our budget devoted to what might be called

l^f mature nuclear industries is provided by commercial revenues. Our

•/ task was made difficuHTin this period* by the policies of the

*"' *" previous one in that we had not licensed the technology already

transferred and, therefore, received no revenue from it and ±het'

I we had established expectations in the previous period that were

difficult to change. Nevertheless, it is our perception that the

government pays for about 50-60% of the R&D done in other industries

so perhaps what'we have achieved so far is not too bad, During

this period, we began to pay much more attention to the selection,

of licencees who would exploit our technology both at home and

abroad, we got a first exposure to the value*of some of our unique

technologies in the international marketplace, and we started to

look at new applications of nuclear energy. However, we still did

not pay a lot of attention to spin-off applications of our techno-

logy. Again I now think we should have, but we didn't.

It was only when we got into the third period that we really

started to pay attention to spin-off applications of our technology.



About 2 years ago we put in place a mechanism to encourage ideas

for spin-off applications and to evaluate the business opportuni-

ties generated by these ideas. I'm not going to spend any time

today discussing the mechanism we put in place but I do think its

worth mentioning a few of the problems we ran into.

The Problems

First of oil we ran into a bit of an attitude problem with some

of our staff. We have been successful with the CANDU reactor by

adhering to the philosophy that our job is not done until we can

predict the behaviour of all -components and systems for their

operating life and we have not yet achieved that state of under-

standing. Some of our people felt thot we should do nothing to

divert attention away from that objective until it was achieved,

I certainly concur that we must indeed achieve that objective but

I find nothing inconsistent in Jooking for spin-off opportunities

at the same time, It takes little extra effort and it should

significantly magnify the return on investment. We.have taken

steps to overcome this resistance.

Second, we experienced a problem in the application of resources

to the new ideas. Like most organizations, our resources are

allocated to an approved plan and people's performance is measured

against targets established in that plan. If a spin-off idea comes

along, both the individual and his immediate supervisor are faced.
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with a choice as to where to allocate their resources. We have

tried to handle this by allowing for substitute achievements in

the evaluation of performance and by putting in place a "quick-

look" fund, which can be used to support the new idea, without

cutting significantly into resources allocated to the pre-planned'

program, This seems to help.

Third, we've hod considerable difficulty in getting good market

input into our evaluations. It's easy to accept the cliches that

research should be market driven and that research organizations

should develop what their marketing organizations suggest. But our

marketing organization sells CANDtl reactors and they can't help us

much when we're trying, for example, to determine whether or not

there is a market in other industries for a communications system

developed for reactor control. But that's the kind of question we

continually face. We have had some success so far in going to

experienced consultants who know a particular industry very well

to get their advice. But this mechanism doesn't apply to all the

opportunities which have arisen and I have to'say that we're still

trying to find the best method or methods, whatever they may be.

Finally, we have some considerable difficulty in deciding what to

license as an individual piece of technology and what to-hold and

try to combine into a larger more viable business opportunity. We

have some successful licences and some failures, and often the

failures have come becouse the market for the licensed technology
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was too small to sustain a business, We believe that in some of

these instances the opportunity would have been jaueR better if we

had held off licensing until we could put together a bigger tech-

nology package. The problem with waiting, of course, is that we ,•

could well miss an opportunity window. We have made a conscious

decision that we will not wait, that we will grasp the opportu-

nity when it arises. However, before we move now, we do look at

potential technology combinations and try to write the licence in

such a way that the option of adding or combining technologies at

a later dote is left open, To date, we have found industries

quite amenable to this kind of arrangement,

Results

Although there have been some problems, we have had some consider-

able success in generating potential business opportunities and

I'd like to now mention a few specific examples that will illustrate

the kind of opportunities that arise.

(1) Use of CANDU Technology in LWR's

CANDU has certain unique features that has forced us. to develop

different technologies than LWR's. For example, the use of

Heavy water has forced us to develop long life pump seals, on-line

decontamination methods, $®$ leak tight valves and so on. Some of

these technologies are now proving to have features that are very

useful in LWR's as well and we're now wrestling with the question

of how to best exploit them.

... n
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We have licensed Canadian Companies, licensed U.S. Companies

when no Canadian Company wanted the technology and tried to market

ourselves. With each method we have had some successes and some

failures but we believe we have only scratched the surface of the

opportunity that exists. We ore leorning from'each of our attempts

but the key as to how best to exploit what we have still eludes us.

r

(2) Small Reactors

As you know we have developed the small self-controlled SLOWPOKE

reactor which is now being used in universities for research,

purposes. This development has brought us a host of enquiries

about other possible applications of small reactors ranging from

central heating in northern communities and university buildings

to power sources for remote mines, radar stations, submersibles

and tunnel borers. We have developed concepts which we believe

can be cost-competitive in several of these applications and we're

now trying to define the size of the market in order to determine

if we should proceed with a demonstration.

(3) Industrial Accelerators

As part of our nuclear program we have developed an expertise in

accelerators and we have already spun-off a medical accelerator

for cancer therapy.
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Accelerators can also be used for a wide variety of industrial

uses, e.g, food sterilization, waste sterilization, water treat-

ment, stack gas treatment, pulp and paper preservation, and

fundamentally they should be cost-competitive in many of these

applications. Further, they should complement our existing Cobalt

business.

r

We are now trying to define in what areas they can be competitive,

what is the size of the market and where we-should be concentrating

our effort.

m) Stable Isotope Production

One of our staff members has come up with an idea for a low-cost,

efficient mass separator which, we believe, could economically

produce stable isotopes. There is a market which is now being

serviced by ORNL using old, World War 2 Calutrons. These are

now becoming costly to maintain and they ore having great difficulty

in meeting an expanding market.

This is a case where the market information should be easy, to
obtain and the cost of our production should be easy to determine.
In this case it is simply a matter of finishing the design, the
costing, and the market analysis and acting on the results if
they are favourable.
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(5) Temperature Measurement for Hyperthermia

From our research work/on radiation j&reatmerjt of car

that increase^ tumor temperature^nhances timor de^tructj

However, adjacent hea/thy cel l /must be kegt be bow
/ I /

wi l l d ie /oo. Our as/sessmein is that accifate/temperat!/
/ /

measurement is inhit^tlng/irse of this treatment method/ yfe have

an ide/5 which combi/ies incepts from bot| qnyslcs andytne/allurgy

that //e think wil l /do/the job and we'reJWrking in cmoeration with

the/Ontario Cance/ Research Foundation hi test i t ou{ / The problem

here is not market / i t ' s finding the technical solution.

(6) Intelligent Sensing Systems

Everyone's getting enthusiastic about robotics, and many groups

around the world ore trying.to build better robots, Although we've

had a lot of experience with robotics because of our need to make

repairs in radioactive fields, we didn't see the point in duplica-

ting what everybody else is trying to do. .S,o we looked at the field

to see if there was something unique that we could contribute. We

decided that the limitation to the use of robotics was likely going

to be the sensing system. Then we looked through our technology to

see if there wasn't something we could do to improve the sensing

capability. To express the target simply we described it as giving

a computer the ability to read. An idea came forward from nuclear

physics theory. We have tested it on a relatively simple task and

it seems to work well. We're now moving on to more complicated tasks

. . . / 1 0
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9 • It's still a technical problem and we haven't tried to assess the
f market. But we think it could be very large,

(7) Deuterated Lucite for Fibre Optics

The Mitsubishi Company of Japan holds a patent on the use of
deuterated lucite for fibre, optic data transmission. Because of
our experience with heavy-water, they came to us to see if we
could find an economical way to manufacture.it. We have done some
preliminary work and it looks like we can indeed produce it
economically. We are now making a bit of product for testing.
We hope it tests out o'kay because we could right now use some
alternate uses for heavy water,

CONCLUSION

I'd like to conclude by saying that the process is an experiment
•s.

in itself and we did not expect the result to be Perfect first time.
It wasn't. It has undergone some evolution already and we expect
it will evolve further. However, we are encouraged by our experience
so far.

I'm confident that it will indeed develop new business opportunities

for the Canadian Nuclear Industry and will indeed help in preserving

the expertise it will need in the future. Further I believe that

it will demonstrate a process that could be used in other government

and university laboratories to give us all a better return on the

country's RsD investment.


